ModulDOS Produkt 4

BÜFA ModulDOS antistatic agent and softener for use in perc and hydrocarbon solvents

PROPERTIES:
- gives the finished fabrics a soft, subtle handle
- makes workwear smooth and supple
- lends treated silk with a natural lustre, intensifies and levels out the hue
- provides a reliable antistatic finish for wool and manmade fibres

APPLICATION:
ModulDOS Produkt 4 serves as an antistatic agent and softener in the ModulDOS System.

Dosing in accordance with the BÜFA ModulDOS System: 2 - 7 ml/kg load (0.31 - 1.07 fl oz/10 lbs). The dosing is done into a pump circuit (3 - 5 min) at the end of the cleaning cycle at low solvent level. Dosage can be higher if major static problems occur.

As a softener for standard cleaning processes
To improve the handle and the antistatic finish add ModulDOS Produkt 4 to the final bath before drying [up to 10 ml/kg (1.53 fl oz/10 lbs)]. After adding ModulDOS Produkt 4, operate a pump circuit for 3 - 4 minutes. Then drain off the finishing bath liquor, centrifuge the garments and textiles, and dry according to the program.

TECHNICAL DATA:
- Density 20 °C (68 °F) 0.84 g/ml
- pH-value 7.5

HINTS:
Storage
Store in a frost-proof environment, even though frozen product can be used again after thawing without any loss of quality. After packages have been opened keep well closed for re-use. The product can be stored for at least 24 months in its original sealed packing.

For industrial use only. This information sheet is for guidance only. The data set out here are based on the current status of our knowledge and experience. They do not in any way absolve users of the need to carry out their own checks and tests for suitability of the products for the intended processes and purposes. The data in this information sheet do not represent assurance of properties and stability of the products we are to supply. Subject to technical modifications within reason. The current version of the EU Material Safety Data Sheet must also be observed.